
 

  
HOW DOES IT WORK? 

  

 The process of liquid enrichment from the LifeWater Wand is accomplished by             
circulating water or liquid through the specially engineered and blended proprietary ores of 
ceramic components.  The stirring action of the wand draws connatural energy from the  
ceramic ores and upon receipt by the molecules a reduction or neutralization of free radicals 
occurs.   
  
 In nature, water becomes vitalized or energetic when ice/snow melt and the water     
tumbles and flows down through the river bed.  The swirling motion of flowing water       
absorbs resonant frequencies from the bedrock inducing an activation of the electrical 
charge of the hydrogen atoms in the water molecules.   This process creates a structuring  
effect whereby the molecules become activated and energetic.  The end result…a liquid that 
quite significantly propagates increased cell rejuvenation and growth leading to both short-
term and long-term recognizable results in living organisms (human, animal, and plant life). 
 
 
 Essentially, LifeWater Wand’s activation of water and 
other liquids utilizes this same natural process of energetic 
resonation.  LifeWater Wand’s ores transmit frequencies  
at particular wavelengths and cause changes to occur to 
the chemical structure or bonds of the water molecules.  
The resonating frequencies or wavelengths produce a buff-
ering or balancing reaction to the water inducing a de-
oxidizing effect or neutralization of oxidants (free radi-
cals).  By utilizing the LifeWater Wand on various types of 
beverages the immediate and noticeable effects are the reduction of acidity (harshness and 
bitterness), the improved flavor, and the overall enhanced taste and smoothness.  The Life-
Water Wand not only will enhance taste and flavors but helps improve the absorption and 
biological availability of the fluid as well, producing a more healthful and vitally enriched 
beverage. 
 
 The LifeWater Wand utilizes no electricity, rather functioning solely by electro static      
energy (vibration of dipoles) brought about by the natural action of the ceramic ores.  The 
LifeWater Wand’s proprietary ores have been perfected by our team of scientists through 
many years of research utilizing the combined fields of biochemistry, biology, and quantum 
physics.  These ceramic ores have been sintered at temperatures of over 1200 C°, basically 
are indestructable, and in theory could last forever.   
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